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ABSTRACT

This report is part of PSM (Projek Sarjana Muda). This project is about basin frame of portable toilet produced by Uleetech Engineering Sdn. Bhd. Analysis is done in two areas that are the process flow and the scheduling of the project to identify the weaknesses of current plan. Then, weaknesses are improved, process flow is analyzed and process is scheduled to effective time horizon. The schedule is realistic with consideration of the capacity currently available in the company. Project schedule is compared to show the improvement in the schedule after applying project management technique. It is measured by using the percentage reduction in total project duration. Besides, plant layout analysis and rearrangement with respect to this project is conducted as a recommendation that is worth to put effort on. The steps are demonstrated in result & discussion chapter and improvement achieved is measured in terms of percentage reduction in total distance travelled.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background

Ancient wonders of world, great temple of Incas, pyramid, and Great Wall of China are all projects managed by skilled and competent project managers. They plan, organize, schedule, and control the projects. Originate in construction, defense, and aerospace, project management is one of the fastest growing professions. Project management focuses on an undertaking that has a finite life span, differs from functional management that the department exists indefinitely. It also needs resources on a temporary basis while permanent organization utilizes resources full-time.

The development of project management practices can be traced from the year of 1950s. During this period, US Navy employed modern project management methodologies in Polaris project. In 1960s and 1970s, Department of Defense, NASA, and large engineering and construction company used project management principles and tools to manage large-budget, schedule-driven project. Later in 1980s, manufacturing and software development sectors started to adopt and implement sophisticated project management practices. By the 1990s, project management theories, tools, and techniques are widely expanded and received by different industries and organizations.

Historical accounts abound on how industrial revolution had a profound effect on world development. Sustainable industrial development can positively impact the political, economic, cultural, and social balance in a community. Project management is now practiced across a broad and comprehensive range of industries.
and professions. It brings together and optimized resources (skill, talent, cooperative effort, facilities, tools, equipments, information, system, techniques, and money) to successfully complete the project. In spite of project management’s long standing benefits, only in the past few years project management has emerged as the formal discipline and is now globally recognized.

Today’s fast-changing and highly competitive global market, every industry and enterprise is constantly striving to get ahead of others. Integrating project management into organization culture offers one avenue to achieve that goal. The evident that proved the project management fast development is the rapid growth in project management professional membership around the world. Many companies or corporations have joined all sorts of project management organizations to benefit most from the progress of project management philosophy. There is no single country that can claim not to be touched daily by the impact of project management processes.

One of the most significant developments in recent years has been the formalization of the implementation of the project management office (PMO) and its increased importance to the organization. Because of the beneficial effect of implementing a PMO, increasingly more organization opts to establish a PMO to support and manage the project management effort. PMO is now becoming an essential component for the future success of the organization. In the rush to implement project management, some organizations are now implementing large-scale training programs, hiring project management consultants, and setting up project offices which are the heart of project management community.
1.2 Company Background

Uleetech Engineering Sdn. Bhd. registered and started its business on 4th December, 1995. Its nature of business includes engineering works, material handling system, contract manufacturing, steel structure works, machine design and fabrication, hydraulic control system, pneumatic control system, automation and programmable logic controller (PLC) control, and engineering parts supply.

Uleetech Engineering has its factory located at Rawang, Selangor while its office at Ampang, Selangor. As an one-stop automated materials handling system solutions provider and engineering works, they experienced in consultancy, design, manufacture, installation, commission, and maintenance of integrated solutions for automated materials handling systems and bulk materials handling solution stretching back more than 12 years.

Uleetech Engineering produces variety of products range from unit materials handling systems, bulk materials handling solutions, logistic, sortation, and warehousing systems and also specialist in contract equipment manufacturing. They have a comprehensive range of products from standard design to custom design materials handling system and also total control system, tailored to different budget and specific requirements of their clients.

While fully equipped the factory site for various kinds of works, Uleetech Engineering believed that the provision of automation system to their clients is the beginning of their working relationship. It is the after-sales service, training and maintenance that will be needed most when production gets underway. They have formed a comprehensive after-sales service programs and networks to provide various supports to all the clients. These supports include training to end users, repair and maintenance services in factory or at client’s premises, routine checking on machinery, equipment upgrading, provide consultancy, and other related services to ensure that their clients enjoy maximum benefits and satisfaction.
1.3 Problem Statement

Uleetech Engineering Sdn. Bhd. is a company operated based on short term demands by customer who sent their orders not in a regular basis or when needed. Since there are one time jobs and having a starting time and ending time, these jobs are characterized as projects. Continuously, the company received projects of various types and of different specifications. Each project has its unique requirements and thus calls for distinct configuration throughout the process of accomplishment.

The company utilized the same plant layout for all projects. Management team set up projects’ deadline according to experiences and imagination without a detail schedule for each process. Processes are started on batch basis, estimated to be 50 units per batch. While attempting to survive in the industry that has more and more competitors; increasing cost of business due to high priced raw material and labour cost forced Uleetech Engineering Sdn. Bhd. to change its way of work.

Since it is a project based company, project management is thus chosen to be the most appropriate practice to be implemented in the company working environment. The basin frame project is the focus of study. Current approach used in the company needs to be changed. Project management could help the company to establish a detail schedule for the project so that the company could keep all the processes on track to assure on time delivery to customer. Besides, project management implementation could help relocate resources of the company for maximum gain from them.
1.4 Objectives

Upon accomplishment of this project, the following outcomes are expected to be achieved.

1. To identify weaknesses of current practices of Uleetech Engineering Sdn. Bhd. in carrying out their projects or orders.
2. To analyze the project by using process operation map.
3. To propose project management approach in improving performance of the company.

1.5 Scope

Since the company produces many kinds of product ordered by customer, this report would only select one of the project which has a potential influence to the company performance. The scope of this project can be described as follow:

- **Analyzing processes of a project and generating the best possible sequence of process.**
  The study would discuss the process of the order into process operation map. The draft of current planned process is analyzed and a systematic process flow is reorganized. Thus, improvements may be made on either the sequence of process to suit current needs.

- **Developing an effective schedule for the project that delivered time-saving accomplishment.**
  A smooth sequence of process does not guarantee on time completion of the project. To ensure that the project could be delivered to customer as promised, each small process needed to be scheduled to find out when each of the process should be started and when would be the latest time to finish it so that the whole process won’t delay. This schedule also provides a clear indication for effective arrangement of processes to cut time.
1.6 Potential Benefit of Study

After the project has been carried out, an established format of planning and monitoring is ready exist. Using the format, coming projects could be handled more consistently and organized. With the scheduling done in project management, company could provide customer with a more accurate delivery time of product which in turns increasing the company’s reputation within the industry. Besides, the more effective model of working on projects could probably bring more profit to the company.

1.7 Structure of Report

This report consists of six chapters organized accordingly with the name introduction, literature review, methodology, result, discussion, and conclusion which come along with suggestion for future study. The summary of each chapter’s content is described as follows.

- **CHAPTER 1: Introduction**

  This chapter briefly explained about the background of the subject in study, background information of the company in concern, problem statement of the case study, objectives of the project, scopes that would be covered in the report, report arrangement structure, and potential benefits of the study.

- **CHAPTER 2: Literature Review**

  In this section, the subject in study that is the project management would be evaluated in more detail and informative. The general application of the principle and its current development are included too.

- **CHAPTER 3: Methodology**

  This is a chapter that listed what are the methods and techniques that have been utilized thorough out the process of conducting the case study. How these methods and techniques are used is explained too. The advantages and shortcomings of using these techniques and methods are discussed too.
**CHAPTER 4 : Results & Discussion**

All the quantitative and qualitative findings of the case study are recorded in this section. This section gave the proof to support the points of argument. Analyzing the data from results part, findings or opinions obtained from the results are discussed more evaluated in this part. Besides, the effectiveness estimated for the improved approach is discussed too.

**CHAPTER 5 : Conclusion & Recommendations**

This section is the ending part of the report. It summarizes important findings of the case study. Recommendation that may be conducted to develop more on this subject is suggested too.
CHAPTER 2
LITERATURE REVIEW

A project is a problem scheduled for solution. It should have definite starting and
ending points (time), a budget (cost), a clearly defined scope of work to be done, and
specific performance requirements that must be met. Projects are officially defined
by Cleland and Gareis (1994), as the process that changes an unsatisfactory state of
affairs into better state within certain time and resources limit. Badiru (2007) stated
that project management is a process of managing, allocating, and timing resources
to achieve a given goal in an efficient and expeditious manner. Project management
is accomplished through the application and integration of the project management
processes of initiating, planning, executing, monitoring and controlling, and closing.

2.1 What is Project Management?

Project is work too. People sometimes could not distinguish project from normal
works. There are many definitions that describe what is a project. However there is
still confusion laid in between project and normal work. It is better to look at
characteristics that made project different from other works.

To be categorized as a project, the work shall fulfill the following attributes:

- The work is an instrument of making a change to current state.
- It is a non-routine work that is this work is not done regularly. It happened one-
time off.
- The work is unique. There is no other work with all its aspects same with this
work.